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Abstract It is well established that increasing greenhouse gases, notably CO2, will cause an acceleration
of the stratospheric Brewer-Dobson circulation (BDC) by the end of this century. We here present compelling
new evidence that ozone depleting substances are also key drivers of BDC trends. We do so by analyzing
and contrasting small ensembles of “single-forcing” integrations with a stratosphere resolving atmospheric
model with interactive chemistry, coupled to fully interactive ocean, land, and sea ice components. First,
confirming previous work, we show that increasing concentrations of ozone depleting substances have
contributed a large fraction of the BDC trends in the late twentieth century. Second, we show that the
phasing out of ozone depleting substances in coming decades—as a consequence of the Montreal
Protocol—will cause a considerable reduction in BDC trends until the ozone hole is completely healed,
toward the end of the 21st century.

1. Introduction

Originally postulated to exist in order to explain the observed spatial distributions of stratospheric ozone
(Dobson, 1956; Dobson et al., 1929) and water vapor (Brewer, 1949), the Brewer-Dobson circulation (hereafter,
BDC) is now recognized as being central to our understanding of how air parcels and trace gases are trans-
ported within the stratosphere (Butchart, 2014; Plumb, 2002; Shepherd, 2007), and how they are exchanged
between the stratosphere and the troposphere (Holton, 1990). Understanding how and why the BDC might
change in a changing climate is thus of paramount importance.

At present, one very robust modeling result has been established: increasing concentrations of well-mixed
greenhouse gases (GHG) will cause a considerable acceleration of the BDC over the 21st century. First
reported by Rind et al. (1990), this result has been confirmed in many single-model studies (e.g., Butchart
and Scaife, 2001; Garcia and Randel, 2008), as well as the multimodel projections of several model inter-
comparison projects (Butchart et al., 2006, 2010, Hardiman et al., 2014). Increasing GHG, however, are
not the sole anthropogenic forcing affecting the BDC. Evidence has been mounting that another anthro-
pogenic forcing, ozone depleting substances (ODS), may actually be of crucial importance for understanding
BDC trends.

In a recent paper Polvani et al. (2017) have argued, on the basis of both observational and modeling evidence,
that ODS have been a major driver of tropical upwelling and BDC trends over the last two decades of the
twentieth century. This conclusion is supported by several earlier modeling studies, starting from a hint in the
last paragraph of Austin and Li (2006). For instance, Oman et al. (2009) find that increasing ODS are the most
important forcing that causes age of air (AoA) to decrease from 1960 to 2004 in their model. Or again, contrast-
ing time slice integrations for the years 1960 and 2000, Oberländer-Hayn et al. (2015) conclude that ODS cause
half the BDC changes over that period in their model. More importantly, the recent observational study of
Fu et al. (2015) found a strong hemispheric asymmetry in the dynamically driven tropical lower-stratospheric
temperatures trends since 1979 and noted that the bulk of the signal is linked to the Southern Hemisphere.
Since GHG are well mixed, this clearly implicates the ozone hole, and therefore ODS, as key drivers of tropical
upwelling and BDC trends.
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Whereas GHG concentrations have been steadily increasing and are expected to keep increasing in coming
decades, ODS trends are not monotonic in time. Recall that ODS concentrations were growing rapidly in the
second half of the twentieth century but have started to decline since the late 1990s as a consequence of
the signing and implementation of the Montreal Protocol (and its amendments). This raises an interesting
question: if increasing ODS have been responsible for a large fraction of the BDC acceleration up to the late
1990s, what are the implications of the Montreal Protocol for BDC trends in the 21st century?

We answer that question in this paper using small ensembles of single-forcing integrations with a state-of-
the-art stratosphere-resolving, chemistry-coupled model. We find that the reduction in ODS concentrations
in coming decades, and the accompanying closing of the ozone hole over the South Pole, causes a significant
reduction in BDC trends from the present to the year 2080. Furthermore, we show here that the fingerprint
of ODS on BDC trends is very robust and is easily seen in the seasonal and hemispheric asymmetries in these
trends, and in their clear differences between the 20th century and the 21st century.

2. Methods

The model. In this paper we use the Community Earth System Model (version 1) with the Whole Atmo-
sphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) as the atmospheric component. WACCM includes an interactive
atmospheric chemistry package and is coupled to fully interactive ocean, land, and sea ice component. The
horizontal resolution of WACCM is 1.9∘ in latitude and 2.5∘ in longitude; its vertical resolution ranges about
1.2 km near the tropopause, to about 2 km near the stratopause, with the model top located near 140 km (and
a total of 66 levels). The baseline version of our model is detailed in Marsh et al. (2013), with later improve-
ments to stratospheric heterogeneous chemistry (which produce an accurate simulation of the ozone hole,
as documented by Solomon et al., 2015) and to orographic gravity wave forcing (as documented by Garcia
et al., 2017).

The integrations. Here we analyze three small ensembles of WACCM integrations spanning the period
1960–2100. Each ensemble is composed of three members, with minutely different initial conditions but
identical forcings (as in Kay et al., 2015), taken from one of the scenarios proposed by the International
Global Atmospheric Chemistry/Stratosphere-troposphere Processes and their Role in Climate (IGAC/SPARC)
Chemistry-Climate Model Initiative (CCMI, Morgenstern et al., 2017). The first ensemble is forced as per the
specifications of scenario REF-C2: in a nutshell, these integrations follow the World Meteorological Organiza-
tion (WMO) (2011) A1 scenario for ODS (WMO, 2011), and the RCP 6.0 for the other GHG, tropospheric ozone
precursors and aerosol emissions (Meinshausen et al., 2011). For the second ensemble the forcings are nearly
identical, except for ODS, which do not evolve in time and are fixed at 1960 levels, as per scenario SEN-C2-fODS
of CCMI. The third ensemble is forced with the SEN-C2-fGHG scenario of CCMI: here the GHG (i.e., CH4, N2O,
and CO2) are held fixed at 1960 values, and all other forcings are as in REF-C2. For simplicity and clarity, we will
refer to these three ensembles with the labels All forcings, Fixed ODS, and Fixed GHG, respectively.

3. Results

We start by recalling the nonmonotonic nature of the ODS forcing, as this is crucial for understanding the dif-
ferences in BDC trends between the 20th and 21st centuries. In Figure 1a we show the time series of equivalent
effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC) in our All forcings integrations (computed as in Newman et al., 2009).
Notice how EESC, which represents the amount of halogens from ODS emissions that have been advected into
the stratosphere and are responsible for ozone loss there, peaks around the year 2000, about a decade after the
emissions of ODS start being phased out by the Montreal Protocol, and then decreases continuously over the
21st century. In contrast, CO2 and N2O mixing ratios (see Figure 1b) increase monotonically over the entire
1960–2100 period, and CH4 also increases monotonically until approximately 2070 (in the RCP 6.0 scenario
chosen by the CCMI).

Although ODS are greenhouse gases and thus cause some surface warming (Velders et al., 2007), their pri-
mary and most dramatic effect to date has been the chemical destruction of stratospheric ozone in the late
twentieth century, notably over the South Pole. This is shown in Figure 1c: the red curves, for the October
time series of southern polar cap ozone as simulated in our All forcings runs, indicate a 50% loss by the year
2000, and a clear reversal of trends thereafter, as the ozone hole heals. We emphasize that the impact of ODS
on polar stratospheric ozone is strongly seasonal: it is confined to the spring season (contrast the October
and March curves). Similar, but much weaker, springtime ozone trends are found over the northern polar cap,
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Figure 1. Time series of (a) equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC); (b) greenhouse gases; (c and d) 50 hPa polar cap ozone averaged 60–90∘S and
60–90∘N, respectively. In Figures 1a, 1c, and 1d we plot three curves of each color, one for each member of our All forcings ensemble, and each curves is slightly
smoothed with a five-point running mean. In Figure 1a, the EESC values are computed at 50 hPa. In Figure 1b, the colored curves illustrate the prescribed global
mean surface abundances of the major well-mixed greenhouse gases, as indicated by the labels on the ordinate axes. In Figures 1a and 1b annual means are
shown; in Figures 1c and 1d the two key spring/fall months are shown in red/blue, respectively, as per the legend in those panels.

of the order of 10% at this level in March (Figure 1d). This large hemispheric asymmetry, and the strongly
seasonal character of stratospheric ozone trends, will provide clear fingerprints of the effect of ODS—via
stratospheric ozone—on the BDC.

Given the nonmonotonicity of ozone/ODS curves presented in Figure 1, it clearly makes no sense to look at
changes and compute linear trends over the entire 1960–2100 period. We thus confine the analysis to two
subperiods: the first from 1965 to 2000, and the second from 2000 to 2080, which we refer to as “the past”
and “the future”, respectively, throughout the remainder of this paper. While our runs start in 1960, it takes
a few years for the age-of-air tracer to reach equilibrium: this is why we select 1965 as the starting point for
the past. We choose to terminate the future period at 2080 to avoid complications from the methane trend
reversal, and also because the ozone curves appear to be basically flat after that year. It will be clear that our
key results are insensitive to the specific choices of start and end years.

With those two key periods defined, we are now ready to discuss past and future BDC trends, and the rela-
tive importance of ODS and GHG. We start by analyzing the age-of-air (AoA) tracer, which provides an integral
measure of the stratospheric transport circulation, accounting for both the slow meridional/vertical overturn-
ing and the fast quasi-horizontal eddy mixing (Garcia et al., 2011; Hall & Plumb, 1994; Waugh & Hall, 2002). Past
and future AoA trends for the ensemble mean of our three All forcings integrations are shown in Figures 2a
and 2b, respectively. Contrasting these two panels, it is immediately clear that future trends are much weaker
than past trends. Averaged from 70 hPa to 1 hPa, our model shows that global and annual mean AoA trends
are 4 times smaller in the future than in the past. This is the first key finding of our study: our model projects
a very substantial reduction of BDC trends in the coming decades.

We now ask the following: what is the cause of the future reduction in BDC trends? The answer is easily guessed
from Figure 1: only one anthropogenic forcing reverses sign between the past and the future. This points
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Figure 2. Annual and zonal mean age of air (AoA) trends in color, superimposed on AoA climatology (black contours).
(a, b) All forcings integrations. (c, d) Fixed ODS integrations. (e, f ) Fixed GHG integrations. Past trends (1965–2000)
(Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e). Future trends (2000–2080) (Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f ). The climatology is computed by averaging
the years 1965–2000 for Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e, and 2000–2080 for Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f, using the ensemble mean of
the corresponding integrations, as is contoured using an interval of 6 months, starting with that value in the lower
stratosphere and increasing monotonically with height. For the trends, in colors, the contour interval is
0.1 months/decade. Dotted regions indicate statistically significant trends at the 95% confidence level.

to ODS, therefore, as the likely anthropogenic forcing responsible for the considerable weakening of future
BDC trends. The key role of ODS on the BDC is confirmed in the remaining panels of Figure 2, where past and
future AoA trends are shown for the Fixed ODS (Figures 2c and 2d) and Fixed GHG integrations (Figures 2e
and 2f).

Consider first the past BDC trends. Contrasting Figures 2c and 2e, one can see that past trends for the Fixed
GHG runs are considerably larger than for the Fixed ODS runs, by a factor of 1.5 in our model. This confirms
the conclusion reached by Polvani et al. (2017) with a different model, namely, that increasing ODS have been
a crucial driver of BDC acceleration in the last few decades. The novelty here consists in realizing that in the
future, the BDC trends caused by ODS will reverse sign, and this will lead to a dramatic slowdown in BDC
acceleration. This is easily seen in Figures 2d and 2f and constitutes the second key finding our paper that the
significant reduction in BDC trends in the 21st century is a consequence of the Montreal Protocol, which is
directly responsible for the decline of ODS concentrations.

To better illustrate this, the entire 1965–2080 time series of global and annual mean AoA, at 10 and 70 hPa,
is shown in Figure 3. The large impact of ODS can be seen at both levels, indicating that both shallow and
deep branches (Birner & Bönisch, 2011; Hardiman et al., 2014) of the BDC are affected by ODS, their impact
being larger at higher levels. Focus first on the Fixed ODS runs (red curves) and see how the monotonically
increasing GHG cause only a monotonic reduction in AoA, from 1965 all the way to 2080. When the ODS
forcing is added (blue curves) the AoA trends become much stronger from 1965 to 2000, and much weaker
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Figure 3. Annual and global mean AoA at (a) 10 hPa and (b) 70 hPa. Blue:
All forcings. Red: Fixed ODS. Green: Fixed GHG. For clarity, the yearly values
have been smoothed with a three-point running mean. Straight lines show
linear fits to the ensemble means, for the past and the future: all trends are
statistically significant at the 95% level.

from 2000 to 2080. The fact that ODS accelerate the BDC in the past
and decelerate it in the future is visually captured by the V-shaped green
curves, showing the Fixed GHG runs. The values of the fitted trend lines,
for both past and future, can be found in supporting information Table
S1. Note that additivity between the Fixed GHG and Fixed ODS runs is not
expected, as forcings beyond GHG and ODS (e.g., aerosols) are present in
the All forcings runs. However, the trends in Table S1 are approximately
additive: from this we deduce that GHG and ODS are the largest drivers of
BDC trends and that nonlinearities are small.

One might now ask via what mechanism ODS are able to affect the BDC.
The answer is relatively simple: apart from their direct radiative effect
as greehouse gases, ODS primarily impact the BDC via ozone deple-
tion/recovery: this is easily deduced from the hemispheric asymmetry and
strong seasonality of past and future BDC trends. Consider the time series
of the residual-mean vertical velocity w∗ (defined, e.g., in equations (4) and
(5) of Butchart, 2014) at 70 hPa, plotted for the polar caps and the trop-
ics in Figure 4 (for completeness, supporting information Figure S1 shows
similar quantities, but using turnaround latitudes to illustrate the entire
overturning circulation). Let us start by focusing on the top row which
shows the annual mean southern polar cap, tropical average, and north-
ern polar cap w∗ time series—from left to right—for the different WACCM
runs we are analyzing. One clearly sees that the largest separation between
the red and blue curves is found over the South Pole: this indicates that the
impact of ODS on w∗ occurs primarily as a consequence of the ozone hole,
which forms from 1965 to 2000 and closes by 2080 (approximately). Note
also that the green and blue curves are almost identical over the south-
ern polar cap (Figure 4a): since keeping GHG fixed has little effect on w∗,
we conclude that nearly all past and future trends are forced by ODS in
that region.

The key role of the ozone hole on the BDC is further corroborated by
the very strong seasonality of the w∗ trends. Contrasting the December–
February (DJF) time series in Figures 4d–4f to the June–August (JJA) time

series in Figures 4g–4i, one can immediately see that the signal is almost entirely confined to the summer
months over the southern polar cap (Figure 4d) (for completeness, the remaining seasons are shown in sup-
porting information Figure S2). The red and blue curves are most clearly separated in Figures 4a and 4d,
indicating that ODS affect the BDC primarily via the ozone hole. So while the impact of ODS on the BDC
(via the ozone hole) is present in only one hemisphere and one season, its amplitude is large enough to be
reflected in substantial AoA trend differences in the annual mean and in both hemispheres, as already noted
in Figure 2.

It may not be immediately obvious why the largest impact of ODS on the BDC should be found in austral
summer, since the peak ozone depletion over the South Pole is found in the spring. This has to do with dynam-
ical nature of the BDC, which is driven by waves which break and deposit momentum in the stratosphere. As
shown in numerous previous studies (e.g., Polvani et al., 2011; Son et al., 2008), the atmospheric circulation
changes induced by ODS occur in DJF lagged by a couple of months with respect to the largest (October)
ozone anomalies. While not fully understood at a fundamental level, this lag is very robust and is found in
both models and observation (see, e.g., Figure 2 of Thompson et al., 2011), resulting in DJF being the season
when the effect of ozone depletion on the circulation manifest themselves.

Finally, to leave no doubt as to the robustness of our key findings, we present Ψ∗ trends at all latitudes and
heights, for both the past and the future, and for all three ensembles: Ψ∗ is the residual-mean stream function
(in the Transformed Eulerian Mean formalism of Andrews and McIntyre, 1978, of which w∗ is the latitudinal
derivative) and gives a full picture of the residual-mean stratospheric circulation. We focus on DJF, to best bring
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Figure 4. Time series of the residual vertical velocity w∗ at 70 hPa for the All forcings (blue), Fixed ODS (red), and Fixed GHG (green) integrations. (a–c) Annual
mean. (d–f ) DJF. (g–i) JJA. Polar cap average, from 60 to 90∘S (Figures 4a, 4d, and 4g) and 60 to 90∘N (Figures 4c, 4f, and 4i). Tropical average (30S–30∘N)
(Figures 4b, 4e, and 4h). Straight lines are drawn, for past or future, where trends are statistically significant at the 95% level, as computed from linear fits to the
ensemble means.

out the ODS signal: Ψ∗ trends for that season are shown Figure 5. For completeness, however, the annual Ψ∗

trends can be found in supporting information Figure S3: since the ODS impact is large, all the key features in

Figure 5 are also seen in the annual mean, albeit with a reduced amplitude.

The layout of Figure 5 is identical to the one in Figure 2, so let us first consider the top row, which shows

the ensemble mean of the three All forcings integrations, and contrast past and future changes. For the past

(Figure 5a) the blue/red dipole straddling the equator indicates that the BDC is accelerating in both hemi-

spheres in the twentieth century. In the 21 century (Figure 5b), however, the future trends reverse in the

Southern Hemisphere (from blue to red): this indicates a future deceleration of the BDC in that hemisphere in

that season. Second, in agreement with previous studies, we find that GHG cause a future acceleration in Ψ∗

in both hemispheres, for both the past and the future (Figures 5c and 5d). Third, and most importantly, in the

Southern Hemisphere ODS cause a stronger acceleration in the past and a stronger deceleration in the future

(Figures 5e and 5f) than GHG. Note that while the effect of ODS on the BDC is largely confined to one season

and one hemisphere, its amplitude is so large that it is clearly seen in the annual and global AoA trends, as

shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 5. As in Figure 1 but for Ψ∗ in DJF. Black contour values for the climatology are ± {1, 2, … , 5, 10, 20, … , 50, 100,
150, 200 } kg/m/s, with the negative contours plotted thinner than the positive contours. Color contours for the trends
are ± {0.1, 0.2, … , 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 } kg/m/s/decade.

4. Discussion

Careful analysis of small ensembles of single-forcing model integrations has revealed that ODS are a major
forcing of BDC trends. This fact is not widely appreciated at present: for instance, the most recent review
paper on the subject (Butchart, 2014) makes no mention of ODS and discusses GHG as the sole cause of BDC
acceleration. However, several recent studies, reviewed in section 1, strongly suggest that ODS have played a
major role in the acceleration of the BDC over the second half of the twentieth century: we have here provided
new modeling confirmation of that role. Furthermore, and this is the novel finding of this study, we have
shown that the phasing out of ODS, as mandated by the Montreal Protocol, will cause significantly reduced
BDC trends in coming decades.

Our model integrations show that stratospherically averaged age-of-air trends from 2000 to 2080 will be 4
times smaller than they have been from 1965 to 2000, and a big part of that considerable reduction comes
from the fact that ODS have contributed more than half of the trends up to the year 2000. Needless to say, the
specific values of past and future trends are likely to be dependent on scenario and model used, and therefore,
our quantitative results will need to be compared to those of other models and scenarios. Preliminary analysis
of nearly a dozen models participating in the CCMI and the older Chemistry-Climate Model Validation Activity
(CCMVal) Phase 2 project (Eyring et al., 2008) is showing that our results are highly robust, and we plan to
report on that in an separate upcoming paper.

Given the robust and easily understood trends in our model integrations, one might wonder why it has proven
so difficult to detect BDC trends in the observations (see the introduction of Abalos et al., 2015, for an updated
discussion). First, it is important to keep in mind that the BDC cannot be measured directly but needs to be
indirectly inferred. Second, using ensembles of model integrations, we can distinguish the forced signal from
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the large internal variability (Hardiman et al., 2017), but it is not easy to do so from observations. Third, the
observational period (which starts at 1979) is relatively short, and nearly all studies to date—failing to appre-
ciate the importance of ODS for the BDC—have computed a single linear trend across the entire period, thus
canceling a larger 20th century signal with a weaker signal in the early 21st century.

Be that as it may, our study suggests a new, simple, yet powerful observable for validating the impact of ODS
on the stratospheric circulation: the interhemispheric asymmetry in AoA and BDC trends. For the past, that
asymmetry is already apparent, both in models (see Figure 2a above) and in observations (see Figure 2a of
Ploeger et al., 2015, for instance). For the future, we expect the asymmetry to reverse: the closing of the ozone
hole in Southern Hemisphere will cause trends to be weaker there than in the Northern Hemisphere, as our
integrations clearly show (see Figure 2b).
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